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Abstract. The study analyzes a group of glassware preserved in the Coptic Museum, 

providing an artistic and archaeological look at these pieces. The study includes a detailed 

description of some vessels such as a plate, an ostrich egg-shaped ball, and a cup. The research 

will talk about Glass is defined in Arabic dictionaries as “a hard, easily breakable, transparent 

core,” and the origin of the word “glass” goes back to glassmakers and since ancient times, 

humans have discovered glass and used it to make tools and description of some of the glassware 

preserved in the Coptic Museum was presented, such as the plate, the ostrich egg-shaped ball, and 

the cup. We chose this topic A study of a group of glassware preserved in the Coptic Museum To 

clarify its many aspects that have been neglected by many studies, as we find that there are multiple 

studies that have referred to the subject in a brief manner, and some have completely ignored 

talking about it, and at the same time an attempt to fill one of the gaps related to the study of 

Coptic art. This study will also shed light on two pieces of glass that have not been studied before. 

Keywords:  the Glass, history, industry, techniques, symbols, civilization, Coptic Museum. 

 

Definition of Glass: - 

Before mentioning the raw materials of glass and the methods of its manufacture, the term 

glass must first be defined. In the Arabic dictionaries and dictionaries, we find that glass was 

generally defined without addressing the depth of its chemical or physical nature [1]. In the brief 

dictionary, we find a definition of it, which is " glass: a solid core that is easy to break and 

transparent." In the intermediate dictionary, "glass is a solid core that is easy to break, transparent, 

made of sand and frying. "This word "glass " is derived from the glass maker or its vendors [2], as 

well as the word “glass", the piece of glass, the bottle and the jellyfish 

Glass is also mentioned twice in the Holy Quran, one of which is: once directly and the 

other indirectly. It is mentioned directly in Surat Al-Nur in the Almighty's saying: - [Allah is the 

light of the heavens and the earth. نوُرُ السهمَاوَاتِ وَا ُ كَاة  اللَّه ضِ مَثلَُ نوُرِهِ كَمِشأ رَأ لْأ بَاحُ فِي زُجَاجَة    بَاحٌ الأمِصأ فِيهَا مِصأ

جَاجَةُ كَأنَههَا ي   الزُّ كَبٌ درُ ِ  His light is like a lamp in which the lamp is lit in the glass as if it were a] كَوأ

dwarf planet. It was mentioned indirectly in Surat Al-Naml when he told us that Suleiman the 

Prophet had a shrine of bottles, and we find that the Arabs called the glassware bottles and they 

used to call its maker bottles, and it is clear that they took this from what was mentioned in the 

Holy Quran in “ وَاب  كَانَتأ قوََارِيراقوله   ة  وَأكَأ ن فِضه تعالى :وَيطَُافُ عَليَأهِم بِآنيَِة  م ِ  the Almighty's saying: And they 

are given silver pots and cups that were bottles. 

The origin of the word glass is derived from the Latin term glassum, by which he meant 

the glossy transparent material, and another word that was used to denote the glass material is 

vitreous, and its origin is derived from a Latin word, a term that is intended for all materials 

included in glass. 

The Corning Museum of Glass also stated a definition of glass from a chemical standpoint: 

“It is a homogeneous material with an irregular structure similar to the random structure of liquids. 
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      It is an amorphous material. To produce this material, it requires heating the raw materials involved 

in its manufacture to a degree sufficient to transform it into molten when it is suddenly cooled.” It 

makes an amorphous solid. 

It can be said that although the glass manufacturing techniques and materials used to 

improve the properties of glass to obtain attractive colors have varied over the ages, the basic 

material for it is always silica, the basis of its manufacture in all eras, with different types and the 

type of glass produced and its properties. 

-The emergence of the glass industry 

The discovery of glass by man was an important event that undoubtedly affected the 

development of civilization through historical times. In fact, it is difficult to determine the 

beginning of the history of the discovery of glass, as there were many opinions and conflicting 

stories about this and How people found glass and the original homeland of this industry, However, 

no matter how different the opinions were, there is no doubt that the human heritage was not born 

suddenly, but there were always preludes to that heritage. Glass has been known since the 

beginning of the history that man left as archaeological records that infer his life. Man knew it for 

the first time in his natural image that nature's hand made for him in its volcanic lava, and as a 

result of the ease of sharp edges, this allowed the production and manufacture of knives, 

arrowheads and other cutting tools from natural glass. Before knowing the art of glassmaking, the 

first man knew many types of glassmaking. 

We will now move on to studying some of the glass vessels preserved in the Coptic 

Museum, a study published for the first time. 

 
Painting                         : 1 

Masterpiece                   : Plate 

Place of Preservation   :  Coptic museum  

Masterpiece Source      : by exchange 

Registration No              : 42408     

Date                                 : 6-7AD 

Scales                              : Height 12cm , Width47,5cm  

Industry Style                 : The method of casting in mold 

References                       : unpublished 
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      The description    from the outside is a flattened, circular rim followed by a semi-oval body 

and a wide, flat base. 

The description from the inside is a round dish with an edge extending outward and slightly 

flattened, in the middle of which are two black circular bands with horizontal slanting lines 

between them. Next is a body that is not high and round, decorated with two wider bands. Of the 

first ones, in black, enclosed between them is a wavy stripe running horizontally, with black dots 

between the top and bottom of the stripe (Similar to water waves). Next is the base, which begins 

with a black circular stripe, followed by four fishes moving clockwise in black around a circle in 

the middle, surrounded by two wide stripes enclosing parallel lines. The bowl is made of light 

yellow glass. 

 
 

Painting                         : 2 

 Masterpiece                   : A ball shaped like an ostrich egg 

 Place of Preservation   :  Coptic museum  

Masterpiece Source      : Marmina Monastery at Bifam Alkhalij 

Registration No              : 3241             

Date                                 : 8 AH/14 AD 

Scales                              : Height 15cm, diameter 10cm 

Industry Style                 : Blowing into the mold 

References                       : Guide to the Coptic Museum, the churches of ancient Egypt and 

the Roman fort 

the description                 : A ball of glass camouflaged with enamel, in the shape of an 

ostrich egg. It was originally used to hang it above lanterns to prevent mice from reaching it to 

steal the oil in it. Because of its smooth surface, the mouse cannot slide on it to reach the lanterns 

below, as well as to maintain balance when the wind caresses it. It has a spherical shape and 

consists of two wide red lines with inscriptions in Arabic between them, and two Rankin in the 

shape of a biqaja with a text in the middle in the blue enamel that reads, “The great and exalted 

residence of Mawlawi al-Malki al-Salihi al-Maliki al-Makhdoumi al-Sayfi Sarghatmish.”  المقر

دومى السيفى صرغتمشالكبير العالى المولوى الملكى الصالحى المالكي المخ  “It is said that this ball bore the name 

of the donor of this masterpiece. This oval-shaped ball was the link between the large stone niche 

and the long, thin chain, from which the niche was hung from the ceiling. 
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Painting                         : 3 

Masterpiece                  : cup 

Place of Preservation   : Coptic museum 

Masterpiece Source      :  Deir Abu Fana 

Registration No              :  3444  

Date                                 : 5-6AD 

Scales                              : Height 13.5 cm, depth 15 cm 

Industry Style                 :  blow, Drilling method 

References                       : Published in Actes du Symposium des Fouilles Coptes Le Caire 

7-9 November, 1996 / sous les auspices du Conseil Superior des Antiquities 

The description: A shallow hemispherical cup has a polished edge  and The base has been 

lost, as traces of the separation between the body and the base appear on it .It has two handles, one 

above the other. The first is larger in size than the other, which takes a round shape, while the next 

handle takes the shape of a triangle, they are of the same type of glass. Facing them on the other 

side of the same cup are the remains of two handles that were lost. On the top of the body we find 

an ornament of two circular lines that wrap around the body , then followed by another round 

decoration, Following this circular line is a drawing of a large cross, with a drawing of palm fronds 

emerging at the intersection of each of its sides, and inside each of the ribs of the cross is 

Intersecting lozenge decoration forming a grid shape , On either side of the cross, drew two circles 

of approximately equal size, inside each of which is a half image of two people who appear to be 

standing facing the cross each wearing Roman clothes painted with unclear black lines. We see 

the person in the right circle of the cross with a large head, a short beard, curly hair ending at the 

bottom of the neck, a wide almond eye, a straight nose, and a mouth of two lines, and perhaps the 

person in this circle represents the Apostle Paul. As for the person in the left circle of the cross, he 

appears to be plump, where we see the head directly attached to the body, he has a small beard, 

and this person may represent the Apostle Peter. 

 
Figure 1, dish (6-7 AD), Coptic museum, record number 42408. 
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Figure  1(b), a detailed part of the previous piece 

 
Figure 2, a ball in the shape of an ostrich egg (14 AD), place of preservation, the Coptic 

Museum, register number 3241, published in the book Guide to the Coptic Museum, the 

Churches of Ancient Egypt, and the Roman Fort. 

 
Figure 3, Cup (5-6 AD), storage location Coptic Museum, from Actes du Symposium des 

Fouilles Coptes Le Caire 7-9 November, 1996 / sous les auspices du Conseil Superior des 

Antiquités 
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Figure3(B), cup (5-6 AD), preserved in the Coptic Museum 

 
figure 3c, detail of the previous fragment 

 
Figure 3 (D) a detailed part of the previous piece 
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Figure 3 (E) a detailed part of the previous piece 
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